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I’VE BEEN WHERE YOU ARE...
Trying to piece together self-care practices and taking
advice from sources that you can’t be sure if they’re
trying to sell you something or making
outrageous claims of miracle cures.
You want to take care of your body, you
want to feel good and you don’t want
it to be overwhelming your time or
budget. What to do? Who to trust?
How to stay motivated? These are
good questions to ask.
Health is a relationship between
yourself and the world around
you. It’s a journey of healing
layers. Underneath it all is an
abundant fountain waiting to
be discovered. Let me guide
you toward it.
Read thru this manifesto to the
end, then pay attention to and
implement one or two of these in
your life for one week. Watch and
see the ripple effect or watch and
see your resistance to it. They both
can help us see what to do next.

Here are ten secrets to activate your
fountain of youth.
Your vitality wants to bubble up,
let’s simply remove the obstacles.
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CREATE
A MINIMEDITATION
PRACTICE
If you hear the word meditation and
think, “Yuck!” or, “I’ve already tried that
and I couldn’t do it”- stop for a second.
Let me help you reframe this idea into one
that is more user-friendly for you.

Here’s why this is a good idea…
Research that studied the simplest of mindfulness
techniques has shown an increase the ability to hold attention to tasks and that people who
do this grow a “thicker emotional skin.” This decreases the energy drain of over-stimulation!
There is more energy for you to direct toward the things that are important to you.

How much time and what type?
You only need a moment- build on that. Go from searching mode to finding your
“Center Spot”, the place you think from. It’s being aware of your self wherever you are,
versus being run by outside attention grabbers. Again- just for a moment.

Pick a time of day that this becomes regular.
For example, right after brushing your teeth put down your toothbrush, close your eyes,
take a deep breath and push aside all your opinions. Find the “center pole” in your body
and feel the moment.
That’s how you begin! You’ll want this time to increase naturally because you realize it
feels good! Try it outside, try it when you get in your car after work, eventually it grows
into a state of being.

Expectations are the death of meditation.
Let it be, be kind and remember yourself.
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ACTIVATE YOUR DIGESTION
If you eat at your desk or have a short lunch- watch out! This may be a hidden culprit
to not feeling well.
Have you heard the old saying, “Chew each bite 32 times”? That may not be exactly necessary,
but they were on the right track. Now its technically called reducing your “eating rate”
(that how it was studied).
You start breaking down nutrients right there in your mouth. What most people don’t realize
is some of the chemicals that make you feel satisfied and signal the burning of calories
also get released in this stage of eating.
The moisture in your mouth is a big deal in natural medicine. It holds the job of protecting
your teeth, bringing enzymes that prevent acid-reflux and even constipation. If your mouth is
dry, your digestion is impaired.

How to get your juices flowing…
Slow it down, breath, chew all the way, put your fork down between bites.
Savor the flavor!
of the most common side effects of medications is dry-mouth.
1. One
Not good.
drinking beverages with your meals- that’s right- drink before you eat or a little
2. Avoid
while after, not during. This prevents diluting your chewy-gooey-goodness.
your food better tasting and you’ll love this. Stay in rushed denial and you may
3. Make
need an anti-acid. These medications do the opposite of digestive activation. By “turning
off the pump”, we stop feeding all our systems. These anti-acid drugs are the last resort.

Your digestion is the root of the vital tree.
Tend to your “gut health” from beginning to end and the benefit to your immune system,
mental clarity and bone health will be there for you when you need it!
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FOLLOW THE RAINBOW DIET
When in doubt, eat more colors! Mother Nature has put together the most incredible
pharmacy in the most intricate way you could imagine.
By insuring you take in every color of the rainbow in your normal, day-to-day eating, you have
balanced micro-nutrition in a form your body can recognize and use.
Think of micro-nutrition providing the mortar that hold
your bricks together.
Taking isolated concentrations of anything increases
the risk of unwanted side effects. Think of it this way,
the more isolated and concentrated, the more
drug-like, the more drug-like, the more risk of an
unnatural response that creates an over-ride
of your body’s protective mechanisms. Good
medicine does no harm.

Here’s an idea of what foods the
rainbow is made of...
Red/orange/yellow: carrots, sweet potato,
tomato skin, beets, citrus,
winter squashes
Green: dark leafy greens, cabbage
family vegetables, parsley and
other herbs
Blue/purple: berries, red wine, plums and figs,
purple carrots
White: onions, garlic, citrus pith, mushroom
Black/brown: seaweed, seeds, nuts,
olives, whole grain

Here’s how it goes wrong...
Let’s say you heard vitamin E is a good anti-oxidant. Something that’s
supposed to help you age slower sounds great, right? You get some at the local supermarket but
it’s only one of the EIGHT kinds of Vitamin E present in nature.
You won’t destroy free radicals with just one. It’s like running a relay with one team membersadly there is no one to finish the race.
Our body’s needs are complicated. We understand only a small amount of the mysteries of
nature. Personally, I stand in awe of it. I prefer a beautiful bouquet of color on my plate.

Here’s what to do...

Try a little at a time, two new foods per week. Your GI track may take a little adjusting, but if you keep
on with it, you will adapt to the increased fiber and settleinto enjoying a whole new world of flavors.
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Growth Hormone (GH) is an ingredient of your “inner
pharmacy” that we want to optimize. It is a longevity
elixir that heals, repairs and reverses damage.

BOOST YOUR
BURST EXERCISE

Burst exercise is a quick, easy way to optimize GH,
increase muscle density, lose weight and feel energized right away. Great news, you don’t have
spend as much time as you think to get the benefits you want.

I can remember teaching those hour-long aerobic classes long ago, even then we were starting
to see interval training becoming popular. This is because it works to increase weight loss and
bone health, and it works in less time.
In exercise science, we’d always been told that “cardio” was the best way to lose weight. Hours at
the gym and the quest for a trim waist wasn’t fulfilled. Why?

Here’s how it works...
In order to optimize GH, we must lower our exposure to insulin. Insulin is a hormone we secrete
when we eat carbohydrates. The more simple the sugar, the more insulin we dump out into our
bloodstream. A burst exercise acts to both clear out the glucose in your bloodstream and
potentate levels of GH.
Your muscles are at the heart of your metabolism. They need the appropriate challenge.
To grow stronger, we need a little challenge. Too much challenge and we break, so keep in
mind the word appropriate.
A 15-minute walk interspersed with a couple of higher intensity bursts is better for weight
loss than a 45-minute easy walk.

Here’s how to do it...
Pick an action that requires strength. This motion should not hurt your joints, it will only “burn”
a little in the muscle when you perform it.
HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES
squat or lunge • push up on a floor or wall • walk a hill or sprint • sit-to-stand and back again
Set a timer for 30 seconds to perform that action. Don’t hold your breath. Follow that by 90 seconds
of recuperation (easy movement or stretching) repeat that two-six times. Voila! You’ve bursted!
Challenge yourself twice a day, this has shown to be even better for GH optimizing than all at once.
On an emotional level, when you burst, you feel stronger. You feel like you conquer
something. You my friend, have lit the fire. Notice how you breathe when you do
this. It’s powerful.
Redefine what strong means to you. It may take less effort than you thought.
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MOBILIZE
YOUR BONES
In physical therapy the term, “joint
mobilization” means moving a joint
thru it’s full range of motion to keep it
from freezing up. It promotes fluid
circulation and keeps the muscles
around the joint from deteriorating.
Some of you may remember the great
Jack LaLane, one of the first exercise
and wellness leaders back when television was black and white. He was a big
proponent of moving every joint thru
it’s full range every day. There is a whole
bunch of fitness advice from the past that isn’t
great, but this concept was never wrong.
It’s called dynamic stretching. Pilates mat work and yoga
sun-salutations are full of this. In Chinese medicine we have a
form of bodywork called Tui-Na, which means “push-pull”. Creating a circular motion that literally primes the pump with fuel.
You have a thick substance maintaining the spaces between your joints. This is called
synovial fluid. This is very, very important stuff!
For example, I’m not sure where the term degenerative disc disease was coined- but I strongly
disagree with that name. Disease implies something that is contracted or inherited.
A degenerated disc is caused by a lack of this fluid circulating in the joint spaces in the spine,
and a lack of tone in the muscles surrounding these joints. Mobilizing the bones prevents this
from happening.
Mobilizing your bones is a way to prevent becoming a stiff person whose world has
narrowed and pain has grown a restrictive cage. If you’ve started down this path, you may need
some acupuncture to get it going. If your joints are not too hardened and there is still space
there and by being consistent about mobilizing your bones, your ability to move freely without much pain need never be a concern again.
For everyone, take it up a notch and move to music. To me, this engages parts of my brain not
often used in daily activity. It taps into heartfelt movement and subconscious connection.
Moving to music moves your energy in a whole other way.
Energy cultivation, knows as “Qi Gong” in Chinese, is both a free movement activity allowing the
body to be animated and circulating as well as a intentional directive exercise. Both move the
bones and give us the benefit of protecting our freedom of movement. Let’s prevent
ourselves from getting in the pain cage.
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OXYGENATE
YOUR SKIN
There is a part of your body called
the micro-circulation. It spreads
out like little river deltas meeting
the sea. These little vessels are an
exchange point between the inside
and outside of you.
The skin and the muscles show the
consequences of your micro-circulation being closed down or hindered.

Here are some of the symptoms
that show you need to oxygenate:
Achey pain, dry/dull skin, inability to sweat,
stiffness, decreased range of motion, fatigue,
feeling “stuck in a rut”
There are two factors to include in this process; deep strong breathing (try that right now)
and stimulating the surface of the skin.

Here’s how to wake up and circulate oxygen to your skin:
STIMULATING TECHNIQUES
Dry brushing and exfoliation scrubs
Swedish massage (really any kind of massage!)
Applying moisturizer vigorously
Sweating in a sauna, steam, hot tub or bath
Tapping/percussion where you gently strike the muscles
and lastly, Jiggling/ bouncing (remember those old shaker machines?)
Many of these techniques have been relegated to a spa environment. As if they
were a luxury and only to be performed once in a while. Nope, this is health care!
Make these part of your daily life and Wow! You feel much better and brighter. Your
body exchanges oxygen and your lymphatic system follows suit. You are detoxifying
and delivering nutrients to your every part.
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GET OUT OF SLEEP-DEBT
So much happens when you are asleep!
You know you don’t feel well when you get sleep deprived. That’s pretty obvious. Chronically,
we call this being in sleep-debt. And I’m sorry, you can’t get out of debt over the weekend.
What you may not know is the physical and mental damage that happens when you don’t get
your zzz’s. Your blood sugar metabolism and appetite hormones get severely disrupted.
Good sleep hygiene is simple cure to prevent weight gain and cardiovascular disease.
Mentally, we spend quality time in relationship with our subconscious when we are deeply
asleep. We give the dream world it’s due time. There is a reason sleep deprivation is a torture
method. Severe psychosis is created because of the inability to process that mysterious part
of ourselves.
We must download into the non-rational. Even partial sleep-debt can have mental symptoms of
social maladjustment and depressive perception.
Take back the night!
Ever since the invention of electric light and industrialization, we’ve found our inner clocks to
be a little messed up. I appreciate modern technology, but we need to limit exposure for our
pineal gland to secrete melatonin, the sleep signal hormone and important anti-oxidant,
and to down-regulate stress hormones.

Let me offer a couple tricks to help you get some sleep...
You need dark and cool. Turn down all the lights around you a few hours before
turning in and turn down the thermostat.
your bedroom media-free.
1. Keep
Make it a space for the ritual of winding down.
out what time you’ll need to start going to bed. Calculate nine hours before you are
2. Figure
to get up. Yes that many, this ensures you’ll get your eight hours of required sleep.
yourself like a child you are taking care of who needs to go to bed. Gently
3. Treat
discipline yourself and make your bedtime a comfy, loving thing.
this remedy is the main cure for many of my patients aliments. They didn’t
4. Sometimes
seem sleep related but they were. Let this be your priority for ten days. You’ll see...
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SAY, “NO”
This is about honesty.
Your subconscious mind hears
each time you go against your
intuitive wishes. It adds to a
black-board scratching chord of
inner disharmony.
Like the time when someone asks you to
run the church bake sale or drive them to
the airport and the thought of it makes you
sigh in exhaustion, but you don’t want to hurt
their feelings. Maybe you want to, but are already
committed to something you promised yourself you’d
do, but you cave in and say, “OK”.

What does this have to do with The New Health?
Everything! When I coach people with auto-immune conditions like fibromyalgia or lupus, this is
the first lesson we go over. Start saying no to things, even when you are afraid to. Be honest, it
builds subconscious self-trust and a congruent connection to your nervous system.
Boundaries are physical and energetic. If yours are porous, or nonexistent how can you build
a container for your strength? How will your subconscious know how to react in a healthy way?
The term “leaky-gut” has finally broken thru to mainstream understanding. This is a situation
where your physical boundary of the intestine or sinus membrane is compromised.
Your immune system has to stay “turned on” in order to fight off thesubstances that have
gotten thru that were not supposed to.
Just like letting your cousin stay for “a few days” while he gets on his feet, that turns into weeks of
drama along with a hefty resentment and a conflicted chaotic house. No boundary was set.
It starts with integrity and telling the truth to yourself and others. Once this container is
strong and full, you’ll know how to give and serve correctly and from the heart. That is the
gift of health.
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LIGHTEN YOUR TOXIC LOAD
Some people are better at letting go than others.
What are you carrying around with you? This is both a literal and metaphorical question. One of
the most important tasks in natural health care, is to make sure your “exit doors” are clear
and functioning. The ability to eliminate is crucial to protect your body from toxic build up.
Feng Shui is the ancient art of harmonizing your environment to attract things you want to have
in your life. This is a branch of Chinese medicine that has often been reduced to superstition
rather than it’s true form of health promotion that incorporates avoiding toxic environments.
It is much more than arranging your furniture and painting walls the right color.
A big section of this art is dedicated to “clearing your clutter.” You’ve likely seen it on the cover
of a hundred books. Making space for the free flow of energy and function is a big part of
being healthy. Doing or not doing this has repercussions in every aspect of your life.
This topic crosses over into serious territory in modern times as each generation is
compounded with more chemical exposure than the next. Not only do we have these
man-made substances in our air, water and food, but we inherit these chemicals from our
parents, physically in our genes.
Environmental medicine is relatively new on our horizon, but is growing leaps and bounds as
more and more people have become chemically sensitive and arediscovering that a natural environment is crucial to well-being. This is a big part of my vision for our future.
We are amazing detoxifiers. We normally don’t need to go to great extremes to do this.
But just like the hoarder who has blocked the door with stacks of newspapers, we can get
into a bit of a mess and can’t see it.

Start with your immediate environment.
Clear out the things you have carried around with you that are no longer current to your
interests or desires. Clean out your pantry and bathroom cabinet and begin to get rid of
products with artificial ingredients and fragrances.
Surround yourself with only those things that feed your soul and your body and make
space for nature to do it’s job of renewing and growing.
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CURE YOUR
NATURE-DEFICIT
DISORDER
When was the last time you were
under the shade of a tree or
listened to the sound of the ocean
waves? What does that do to you
mentally and physically? How are
we all effected by our connection or
disconnection to nature?
Studies have found that people who
live near trees and parks have lower
levels of stress hormones. Children with
attention deficits tend to concentrate
and perform better on cognitive tests after
walking through parks or arboretums.
It has been confirmed that green spaces lessen
brain fatigue. Why?
There is something in the heart of every person that is
		
wired to instinctively recognize a connection to sameness, a
relativity which we mirror. The same elements we are made of are all around us going thru the
same natural cycles as we are.
Children and adults who miss out on the experience of getting scratched up, exploring,
climbing and discovering the wonders of nature can experience higher levels of depression,
addiction and attention deficit much more readily.
Go outside at lunchtime and find a tree or rock. Put your hand on it or even better rest your
back against it. Take a moment and breathe it in. Imagine what parts of you are shared with it,
or just be there and soak it up.

We need connection.
To the nature of other people and to the environment. More research his being done on connectivity that ever before. We have isolated ourselves out of villages and front porch neighborhoods.
We are in cars, couches and cubicles in front of screens, air conditioned and bug-less.
Although I am grateful for modern niceties, I believe the scales have tipped for many folks toward
a nature-deficit. Let’s go outside and see what’s there, you will clear you head, get a new idea or
perspective on a problem, and feel much kinder toward others for the time you spent connected.
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HELLO, I’M JULIA THIE!
I am a licensed acupuncturist and naturopathic scientist dedicated to bridging the gap
between modern medicine and natural medicine. My goal is to connect people with and their
own inherent wisdom and creating synergy with the environment. I use my knowledge to show
you what to focus on in order to create beautiful health... that lasts.
Here’s to your transformation!

WHAT TO DO NEXT...

your email for a message from me with the subject line:
1. Check
“Your bonus Action Planner is here [New Health Manifesto]”
2. Download the Action Planner I included in that email - this is how
to create simple positive changes in the next 90-days.

3. Start implementing the Secrets, and notice the changes
that start happening.

Pay if forward: Share this eBook with a friend. You deserve to have
4. people
around you who are trying to live well!
SHARE ON FACEBOOK

SHARE ON TWITTER

